
Components • 8 Message tiles  
• 6 messengers (1 per color)

Game setup 

Shuffle the Message tiles, face-down, and stack them near the score-
board. Each player puts the messenger of his color on space “0” of the 
scoreboard, next to his marker. As such, every player now has two 
pawns on the scoreboard.

Scoring completed roads, cities and monasteries
Each time a player scores points, he chooses whether he will move his 
messenger or his marker. Only the active player can receive a Message tile 
when either his messenger or his marker ends its movement on a dark 
number (0, 5, 10, 15...). When this occurs, the active player reveals the 
first Message tile from the stack. He then has two options : 
 • He uses the Message tile
OR • He scores 2 points (as shown in the lower right-hand corner 
of the tile). In both cases, the Message tile is then placed face-down 
under the stack.
The Message tiles : 

1.) Value of the shortest road: You choose a road on 
which you have a follower (it only has to be on the road, 
your having the majority is not mandatory). If you own a 
follower on more than one road, you must choose the road 

that would be worth the fewest points at the end of the game. You 
score that number of points and your follower remains on the road.

2.) Value of the 
smallest city:  
Same as Message 1,  
but for a city.

4.) 2 points per banner: You score 2 points for each 
banner found in the cities where you have at least one 
follower (majority is not mandatory).
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3.) Value of the 
smallest monastery: 
Same as Message 1,  
but for a monastery.

2. The 
    Messengers



5.) Each knight scores 2 points: You score 2 points for 
each of your knights (followers placed in a city). Your 
knights remain in play. 
6.) Each farmer scores 2 points: You score 
2 points for each of your farmers (followers 
placed in a field). Your farmers remain in play. 
7.) Play 1 more tile: Draw 1 more tile and play 
it as usual. You may then place a follower on it, just as you 
would on your regular turn.

8.) Score a follower and return it to your supply: Choose 
one of your followers in a feature where you have the majority. 
Score the chosen feature (the one occupied by your follower) as 
you would at the end of the game. You are the only one to score 
points. The chosen follower returns to your supply after scoring 
the feature. 

Note: During a turn where more than one feature is scored, each 
completed feature is scored individually. For each completed feature, the 
player scoring points decides if he moves his marker or his messenger. The 
active player can receive a maximum of one Message tile when scoring at 
the end of his turn, even if he completed more than one feature during his 
turn. However, a player scoring points with a Message tile (either by using 
the tile or taking the 2 points) can get more Message tiles in this way.

Important: Only the active player can receive Message tiles, even if other 
players’ markers/messengers end their movement on a dark space.
At the end of the game, but before proceeding with the final scoring, 
each player adds the score of his marker and messenger. Each player then 
places his marker on the space corresponding to the sum of his two 
pawns and returns his messenger to the box. During the final scoring, no 
Message tiles are distributed when a marker lands on a dark space.
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The Crop Circles: Each mini-expansion also 
includes a tile for the 7th mini-expansion: 
The Crop Circles. Although it can be played 
with only one tile, it is much more 
interesting with all six tiles. The rules 
for it can be found at:  
www.zmangames.com


